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TEASER ACT

FADE IN

EXT.KANGARON VEGETABLE FIELDS SUNNY DAYTIME

EVIL SLAVERY CLASSICAL music in the background. In the

vegetable fields of Kangaron the KANGARONIANS alien

kangaroos have there legs chained together while pulling out

purple vegetables out from the ground. A Kangaronian man is

SWEATING from the work he is doing and feels tired.

SUDDENLY a Platypusser Soldier WHIPS the back of him.

PLATYPUSER SOLDER

(to Kangaronian man)

Hey you get back to work.

KANGARONIAN MAN

But I am working.

PLATYPUSSER SOLDER

I meant harder.

The Platypusser Soldier walks away from him. The Kangaronian

Man pulls the purple vegetables out from the ground and puts

them into the basket.

KANGARONIAN MAN

(whispers Kangaronian woman)

Man this is madness we have to do

something.

KANGARONIAN WOMAN

(whispers)

Sorry but if we do that we’ll be

transferred to the hot diamond

mines.

KANGARONIAN MAN

(whispers)

Don’t care I’m getting out of here.

The Kangaronian Man pulls the chains off of his legs,

causing them to BREAK. The Kangaronian Man stands up from

the ground and does a big leap over the other fields.

CUT TO



2.

EXT.KANGARON VEGETABLE FIELDS FRONT GATE SUNNY DAYTIME

He lands onto the ground next to the front gates and leaps

through them. Suddenly dozens of Platypusser Soldiers come

down from the sky on their hover cycles and lands onto the

ground.

Then General Krix gets off of his hover cycle and walked

towards the Kangaronian Man. The Kangaronian Man looks

worried.

GENERAL KRIX

(to the Kangaronian Man)

So you dare to escape the camp.

KANGARONIAN MAN

(scared)

I can explain sir you see.

GENERAL KRIX

(interrupts)

Silents!! Now you shall be

transferred not to the mines but to

the factory on Platstonia.

The 2 Platypusser Soldiers drags the Kangaronian Man into

the spaceship.

KANGARONIAN MAN

No, No, NO!!!! Not that, anything

but that!!!

FADE TO BLACK

END OF TEASER ACT

FADE IN

ACT ONE

INT. SPACE KOALA MOVING LOUNGE

SCI-FI CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.In the lounge the

Koalas, the Kangaroos and Platian are all sitting around the

table with a HOLOGRAM of Kangaron in the middle of the

table.

PAUL

Alright we’re going to Kangaron

first to the Kick Boxing Kangaroo’s

home planet first to free the

slaves.

(CONTINUED)
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WIPEOUT

(to Paul)

I agree on that Powerful Paul.

KICKERELLA

We know Kangaron inside and out so

he is what we’ll do.

KNOCKOUT

We’ll land the Space Koala in the

middle of the swamps.

WIPEOUT

From there we shall move into the

vegetable fields and take out as

many Platypusser guards as we can.

PLATIAN

(explained)

But there is usually 40 guards

guarding the camps and guarding the

castle on my planet.

BRUCE

(relax)

It doesn’t how much there it’s how

much butt kicking I’m going to do.

JAKE

(asked)

Again do aliens have butts?

FLUFFY

(answered)

Yes Jakey Aliens do have butt

everyone have butts.

CAPTAIN STAR

(on the screen)

Can we focus on the mission that is

at hand Tro can’t stop saying are

we there yet.

TRO (O.S)

Tro, Tro, Tro, Tro, Tro, Tro, Tro,

Tro.

CAPTAIN STAR

(on the screen)

No not yet Tro.

Suddenly Rose McScott APPEARS on the monitor screen.

(CONTINUED)
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ROSE MCSCOTT

(on the screen)

Hello my Cuddly Koalas how is the

space adventure going.

PAUL

(to the screen)

This is a bad time mom could we

please call us back later.

ROSE MCSCOTT

(on the screen)

But I just want to know how are

things going with the space

adventure.

MARTIN

Mom we met some allies along the

way they agree help us save

Platian’s home world.

PLATIAN

(to the screen)

So we need to concentrate on the

mission right now.

SUDDENLY the Space Koala starts to SHAKE. ACTION ROCK AND

ROLL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.

FLUFFY

(disgusted)

Great another alien attack.

ROSE MCSCOTT

(on the screen)

Um what was that?

JAKE

(to the screen)

Um mom our adventure is going good

mom um we have to go now.

Jake turns off the monitor and then shaves a taco in his

mouth and eats it. Paul and Martin go to the cockpit.

BRUCE

(to Jake)

What are you doing Jakey we’re

under attack.

JAKE

(explains)

I just want to eat them before they

become incinerated.

(CONTINUED)
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BRUCE

Well we are going to become

incinerated now put them back into

the fridge.

CUT TO

INT.SPACE KOALA COCKPIT MOVING.

Paul and Martin go into the cockpit and go into the seats.

Martin pressed the yellow button causing it to BEEP. Then a

screen POPS up with Platypusser Spaceships guarding

Kangaron.

MARTIN

OK there are a lot of Platypuser

spaceships surrounding Kangaron.

PLATIAN

They know that we are coming.

CAPTAIN STAR (V.O)

(speaker)

So what would we do now?

PAUL

(explains)

Simple, we’ll turn the ship

invisible.

CAPTAIN STAR(V.O)

(speaker)

Good for you but the Ultramite

doesn’t have an invisibility

function.

MARTIN

(into the microphone)

But we can connect our invisibility

function to the Ultramite letting

up share the function letting us

pass the spaceships unharmed.

CAPTAIN STAR (V.O)

(speakers)

That’s great, hook us up.

SUDDENLY the Space Koala gets hit by a LASER BLAST causing

it to SHAKE.

(CONTINUED)
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BRUCE

(freaked out)

Well looks like we are now being

harmed Powerful PAul.

PAUL

A vase of action.

CUT TO

EXT. SPACE KOALA SPACE KANGARON

A LONG WIRE appears out of the Space Koala and connects to

the Ultramite causing both of them to turn INVISIBLE. The

Platypusser Spaceships FIRES their LASERS right at them.

JAKE (V.O)

In your faces suckers, we are

invisible, you can’t hurt us.

The Invisible Space Koala and the Ultramite both fly under

the fleet of Platypuser Spaceships and headed towards

Kangaron.

FADE TO

EXT.KANGARON CLOUDY SKY DAY TIME

The Space Koala and the Ultramite both turn VISIBLE again as

they FLY down towards the planet.

SHOOTING STAR (V.O)

So this is Kangaron.

KNOCKOUT(V.O)

Yes it is, it wasn’t like this

before but not look at it.

KICKERELLA (V.O)

We used to live on a peaceful

before the Platypussers came and

take it over.

JAKE (V.O)

And now it turned into a dump.

WIPEOUT (V.O)

I agree with you on that Jakey, now

we have to stop the Platypussers

and save our planet, no a fence.

(CONTINUED)
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PLATIAN(V.OO.S)

It’s OK I am cool.

CUT TO

EXT. SWAMPS OF KANGARON DAY TIME CLOUDY.

The Space Koala and the Ultramite both land in the water of

the swamp causing the mud to SPLASH.

The Koalas, the Kangaroos and Platian all come out from the

Space Koala. Fluffy steps into the mud of the swamp.

FLUFFY

(disgusted)

Ewww OK this isn’t a prefect spot

to hide the Space Koala.

KNOCKOUT

(explained)

Well this is the only spot that the

Platypusers won’t find us.

The Galactic 4 walk out of the Ultramite.

COSMOCIA

(to Captain Star)

So what’s the plan now?

CAPTAIN STAR

(explained)

Simple we won’t carry any attention

from the Platypuser Soldiers while

we free the slaves.

PAUL

It’ll be hard but it’ll just might

work.

Paul’s ears starts to WIGGLE.

PAUL

(pointed left)

We should start in the east.

Everyone heads towards east of Kangaron.

CUT TO
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EXT.KANGARON VEGETABLE FIELDS CLOUDY DAYTIME MOMENTS LATER

THRILLING ADVENTURE CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.In the

vegetable fields the Kangaronians are working in the field

with the Platypuser Soldiers keeping watch.

The Koalas, the Kangaroos and Platian are hiding behind the

bushes near the vegetable fields. Martin takes out some

binoculars from his utility belt and put it up on his face.

MARTIN’S P.O.V BINOCULARS

Through the binoculars the Kangaronians are wearing high

tech collars around their necks.

PAUL (V.O)

(ask Martin)

What do you see Marty?

MARTIN (V.O)

I see Kangaronians sweating in the

hot heat.

PLATIAN(V.O)

My people like to see slaves

working in the heat.

COSMOCIA(V.O)

Apparently the heat is being

produced in that area in the far

east.

Martin then turns the binoculars to the far east seeing

GIANT SMOKE CLOUDS coming out from the factories.

CAPTAIN STAR(V.O)

No we know where the smoke is

coming from.

KICKERELLA (V.O)

And now we have to free the people.

RETURN TO SCENE

TRO

(asks)

Tro, Tro, Tro, Tro, Tro, Tro, Tro,

Tro, Tro, Tro?

JAKE

(confuse)

Uh what is he saying?

(CONTINUED)
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BRUCE

Could Tro speak in English?

SHOOTING STAR

He’s saying how are we going to get

pass the guards.

PAUL

(smiles)

Leave that to us.

MARTIN

(explains)

We’ll use our invisibility function

on our utility belts to turn

ourselves invisible, so we can go

pass the guards to break the

collars freeing the other

Kangaronians.

The Koalas activated their invisibility functions on their

utility belt turing them INVISIBLE.

SHOOTING STAR

(jealous)

Lucky.

The Koalas go deep into the fields. A Kangaronian Man wipes

off the sweat from his forehead. Suddenly his collar BREAKS

off from him and fall to the ground. The Kangaronian man

smiles and is confuse.

2 Platypuser Soldiers watch the other Kangaronians work hard

in the field. 2 Kangaronian women put the purple vegetables

in the basket. Suddenly their collars fall off from their

necks. The 2 Platypuser Soldiers then picked up the collars

and looked confused.

A Kangaronian Man with a mustache lifts a basket of purple

vegetables causing the basket to BREAK causing the purple

vegetables to fall out from the bottom. 3 Platypuser

Soldiers points their laser blasters at the Kangaronian Man,

suddenly the 3 Platypusser Soldiers get kicked in the back

by the invisible Koalas, knocking them out.

CUT TO
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EXT.KANGARON VEGETABLE FIELDS WATCH TOWER CLOUDY DAYTIME

General Krix is watching the field from the watch tower.

PLATYPUSER SOLDER

General Krix sir we some of the

control collars on the slaves are

being taken off.

GENERAL KRIX

What? Then who’s been doing it?

The Platypuser Soldier hands him a pair of high tech

binoculars and General Krix put them up to his face.

GENERAL KRIX’S P.O.V BINOCULARS

In the distant General Krix spots the Kick Boxing Kangaroos,

the Galactic 4 and Platian hiding in the bushes.

GENERAL KRIX (O.S)

(mad)

Sister and friends. And it looks

like she has some new friends too.

General Krix turns his attention to the 3 knocked out

Platypuser Soldiers on the ground in the field. General Krix

turns his binoculars into THERMAL VISION made and see the

Koalas in thermal vision.

GENERAL KRIX (O.S)

I see the Koalas from Earth are

freeing the slaves.

RETURN TO SCENE.

General Krix put the binoculars off from his eyes.

GENERAL KRIX

(commands)

Fire your weapons now.

The 5 Platypuser Soldiers FIRES LASERS from their laser

blasters down towards the vegetable fields.

CUT TO
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EXT.KANGARON VEGETABLE FIELDS CLOUDY DAYTIME

Paul’s ears WIGGLE and look up into the sky.

PAUL

Get down!!!

The Koalas roll over to the ground to dodge the laser fire.

BRUCE

How did they know that we are in

the fields?

Suddenly more LASER FIRE comes down towards them. The Koalas

dodge the incoming laser fire and roll over on the ground.

MARTIN

It could be thermal vision.

JAKE

Does that mean they shoot lasers

from their eyes?

FLUFFY

(disgust)

As if, thermal means seeing our

body heat.

MARTIN

Exactly.

Suddenly more LASER FIRE comes down towards the koalas, but

they dodge the attack.

PAUL

We have to get up close to the

Platypusers as possible while

dodging their lasers before

anything else happens.

Suddenly the Koalas’ utility belts get hit by the LASERS

causing them to BREAK and turn the koalas VISIBLE again.

GENERAL KRIX

I knew it.

DANGEROUS DRAMATIC CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.General

Krix walks into the vegetable fields. The Platypuser

Soldiers surrounds the Koalas pointing their laser blasters

at them.

10 Platypusser Soldiers pointed their lasers at the Kick

Boxing Kangaroos, the Galactic 4 and Platian.

(CONTINUED)
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PLATIAN

(scared)

Uh Oh, this isn’t good.

SHOOTING STAR

We’re in trouble.

The Koalas stand up and go into their fighting stances.

FADE TO BLACK

END OF ACT ONE

ACT TWO

FADE IN

The Platypuser soldiers push the Kangaroos, Platian and the

Galactic 4 to the koalas and fall to the ground.The Koalas,

the Kangaroos, Platian and the Galactic 4 are all surrounded

by General Krix and the Platypusser Soldiers.

ACTION CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. The Kick Boxing

Kangaroos all RAPIDLY STOMP on the ground causing the ground

to SHAKE so as the Platypusser Soldiers and General Krix.

GENERAL KRIX

(being shaked)

Ahhhh what is going on?

Kickerella throws a flying punch at a Platypusser Soldier

hitting him in the face. Platian uses her TELEKINESIS to

pull of the laser blasters out of the Platypusser Soldiers’

hands. Tro charges right at 3 Platypusser Soldiers.

TRO

Tro, Tro, Tro

Tro tackles them to the ground. Shooting Star FLOATS in the

air and MULTIPLIES himself 4 times making 4 copies of

himself. He and his copies all FIRE YELLOW BEAMS right at

the Platypuser Soldiers hitting them and sending them flying

through the air. Paul throws an uppercut punch right at

General Krix hitting him in the face and Fluffy does a leg

sweep on General Krix knocking him the ground.

Jake, Martin and Bruce all leaps off from the ground and all

does flying jump kicks at 3 Platypuser Soldiers. All of the

Kangaronian slaves run for their lives. General Krix SHOOT

LASERS from his eye, but the Koalas all dodge the laser fire

as it hits a stack of baskets LIGHTING them on FIRE.

(CONTINUED)
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JAKE

(surprised)

OK did that just happened?

PLATIAN

Yes my brother also has super

powers.

FLUFFY

(asked)

Is that the only super power he

has?

PLATIAN

Yes he has super strength and can

shoot a green beam out from his

mouth.

General Krix SHOOT out his GREEN BEAM from his mouth right

at the Koalas. Captain Star comes in front of the Koalas and

used his shield to block the green beam causing it to hit

General Krix back at him knocking him to the ground.

Cosmocia leaps over the Koalas and throws 7 triple kicks at

the Platypuser Soldiers hitting them and then Cosmocia

throws punches at General Krix hitting him all over his

body. General Krix catches 1 of her punches causing Cosmocia

to be surprise.

GENERAL KRIX

I am also a master of Plat-Yo a

Platypusser Martial Art.

General Krix lifts Cosmocia up by her arm and throws a kick

at her. General Krix TWIRLS her twice in the air and throw

her to the ground. General Krix throws a punch right at

Cosmocia, but Tro grabs his punch and saves her.

TRO

(mad)

Tro, Tro, TRO

Tro throws a punch at General Krix hitting him in the face.

Bruce throws a kick right at General Krix knocking him to

the ground. A Platypuser Soldier FIRES a Laser right at

Bruce, but Bruce dodge the blast and Jake presses a button

on skateboard TRANSFORMING his skateboard into a laser

blaster and FIRES a LASER at the Platypuser Soldier hitting

him in the chest and FIRES another LASER at another

Platypuser.

GENERAL KRIX

(into his communicator)

Attention all soldiers, FIRE

EVERYTHING

(CONTINUED)
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SUDDENLY all of the Platypuser Spaceships from space come

down and FIRED their LASERS right towards the ground.

General Krix and the other activate their FORCE FIELDS on

their uniforms causing the force fields to APPEAR around

them.

The Lasers hit the ground and right towards the Koala, the

Kick Boxing Kangaroos, Platian and the Galactic 4. Shooting

Star and his copies ZOOM in and save the Koalas, the

Kangaroos, Platian and the other members of the Galactic 4

from the laser fire and the lasers hit the ground, causing

SMOKE to APPEAR.

As the smoke CLEARS the Koalas, the Kick Boxing Kangaroos,

Platian and the Galactic 4 are gone.

PLATYPUSSER SOLDER

They are all gone, does that mean

we won?

GENERAL KRIX

No it’s not.

General Krix takes out his binoculars and put them up to his

eyes.

GENERAL KRIX’S P.O.V BINOCULARS

Through the binoculars General Krix sees that the Koalas,

the Kick Boxing Kangaroos, Platian and the Galactic 4 are in

the sky heading towards the factories.

RETURN TO SCENE.

GENERAL KRIX

(to the soldiers)

They are heading towards the

factories, get everyone there to

get the intruders.

PLATYPUSSER SOLDER

What about your sister?

GENERAL KRIX

My sister may be banned from the

Platypuser kingdom and never been

seen again, but she shall be cached

and been thrown in the dungeon and

be judged by my father.

CUT TO
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INT. KANGARONIAN FACTORY.

A GIANT BANG come at the door. Bruce, Tro, Kickerella and

Martin all kick down the door, causing the door to SLAM on

the ground. The Koalas,the Kick Boxing Kangaroos, Platian

and the Galactic 4 all come into the factory.

The Kangaronian Factory Slaves all see the Koalas, the Kick

Boxing Kangaroos, Platian and the Galactic 4 are all at the

front entrance of the factory.

WIPEOUT

(to the factory slaves)

Good Day everyone, um we’ll get you

guys out of here in no time.

KANGARONIAN FACTORY SLAVE 1

A Platypuser get her.

The Kangaronian factory slaves all pick up alien monkey

ranches, screw drivers and sledge hammers and all charge at

Platian.

CAPTAIN STAR

(stopping the slaves)

Woa, woa please stop let us

explain.

PAUL

(explain)

Platian is not like the other

Platypusers she is a nice

Platypuser who came with up to stop

her people from taking over our

planet.

FLUFFY

(agrees)

Yes she used to be part of the

Platypuser royal family but now her

father kicked her out.

JAKE

So now she is with us.

KANGARONIAN FACTORY SLAVE 1

(mad)

So now she came to our planet to us

her powers to make our lives more

miserable.

(CONTINUED)
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SHOOTING STAR

Wow dude she won’t do that.

PLATIAN

And believe me I befriended by your

people, Wipeout, Knockout and

Kickerella.

KICKERELLA

(explained)

And with me and my brother being

friends with Platian we can

accomplish our goal into taking

down King Platymir Puse.

KANGARONIAN FACTORY SLAVE 1

(mad)

Don’t care we’re going to beat her

up.

All of the Kangaronian Factory Slaves all charge at Platian

raising their tools in the air. Platian used her TELEKINESIS

to lift all of the slaves up in the air.

BRUCE

(to the slaves)

Do you really want to beat up a

lady, that’ll be embarrassing to

you all.

MARTIN

In your eyes she seems to be an

enemy, but in our eyes she is a

friend.

PLATIAN

(explained)

I was thrown out by my own family

and now I would like to take that

back by over throwing my father

King Platymir Puse the 100th.

JAKE

(surprised)

Wow you have a lot of grandfathers

who have the same name.

PLATIAN

Yes I do, and now I want to free

you all, join me and you’ll be

friend of King Platymir Puse’s iron

grip.

(CONTINUED)
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All of the factory slaves CHEER. Suddenly Paul’s ears start

to WIGGLE and turn to Platian.

PAUL

(to Platian)

Platian your brother and the other

Platypusers are coming.

PLATIAN

(ask the factory slaves)

Will you help us in the fight of my

brother.

KANGARONIAN FACTORY SLAVE 1

Well it beats non payed labor we’re

in.

Platian lowers the Kangaronian factory slaves to the floor.

The Koalas all karate chops all of the control collars off

from their necks. Cosmocia uses her whip to WHIP the

control collars off of the Kangaronian factory slaves

causing them to CUT in half.

Suddenly General Krix and the Platypuser Soldiers come into

the factory and the soldiers point their laser blasters at

them.

GENERAL KRIX

(mad)

How dare you freeing the slaves

sister.

PLATIAN

(mad at General Krix)

I am freeing the slaves for a

reason to show father that he can’t

change our family’s way it shall be

the same.

GENERAL KRIX

Well that changed long ago when

mother died.

PLATIAN

Don’t you speak of her.

BRUCE

Enough talk time to fight.

General Krix CRACKS his knuckles and Bruce CRACKS his

knuckles. The Koalas go into their fighting stances so as

the Kick Boxing Kangaroos, Captain Star TRANSFORMS his laser

blaster into a sword and go into his fighting stances and

(CONTINUED)
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also Cosmocia and Shooting Star go into their fighting

stances. Tro CRACKS his knuckles and the factory slaves

raised tools in the air.

PAUL

Koalas, Kangaroos, Platian,

Galactic 4, slaves get them.

ACTION ROCK AND ROLL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. The Factory

Slaves and the Platypuser Soldiers all fight each other.

Shooting Star FIRES his YELLOW BEAMS right at 6 Platypusers

soldiers hitting them and then FLIES down towards another 1

and throws a powerful punch at him, causing the Platypuser

Soldier to slam to the floor. Shooting Star then rubs his

hands and then SNAPS his finger causing SPARKS to come out

from his hands hitting 2 Platypuser Soldiers causing the

sparks to EXPLODE.

Tro lifts up a giant metal barrel in the air.

TRO

Tro, Tro, Troooo

Tro throws the metal barrel at 8 Platypuser Soldiers. Tro

throws punches at 3 other Platypusers Soldier knocking them

out. Tro then FIRES LASERS from his eyes cutting a chain net

holding rusty pipes from the ceiling causing the pipes to

fall on top of 5 Platypuser Soldiers. Suddenly 2 Platypuser

Soldiers leap on top of Tro from behind, Tro throws both of

them off from his back and STOMPS on both of them.

Cosmocia presses a button on her whip, causing ELECTRICITY

to come out from her whip. She does a cartwheel and WHIPS

her whip right at 3 Platypuser Soldiers hitting them in the

face causing them to fall to the ground. Cosmocia dodges a

laser fire from a Platypuser Soldier and does a back kick at

him and then and butterfly kick at 2 more Platypuser

Soldier.

COSMOCIA

(to the Platypuser Soldiers)

That’s how it’s done.

Suddenly 3 Platypuser Soldiers come running right towards

Cosmocia. Cosmocia wraps her whip around the 2 other knocked

out Platypuser Soldiers and throws them right at the

incoming Platypuser Soldiers knocking off of them to the

ground.

Captain Star raises his star shape shield to protect himself

from incoming LASER FIRE and run right at the Platypuser

Soldiers while the laser fire REFLECTS off of his shield.

Captain Star swings his sword at the laser blasters of the

(CONTINUED)
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Platypuser Soldiers slicing them in half. Captain Star

throws a spin hook kick right at the Platypuser Soldiers

hitting them in the heads. Captain Star then TRANSFORMS his

sword into a blaster and FIRES LASERS from the blaster

hitting 7 Platypuser Soldiers.

CAPTAIN STAR

I love my transforming sword.

A Platypuser Soldier come right behind Captain Star, but

Captain Star does a back kick at him and throws a punch at

the Platypuser Soldier knocking him to the ground.

The Kick Boxing Kangaroos throws punches at 3 Platypuser

Soldiers hitting them in the faces and knock them to the

ground.

KNOCKOUT

(to his siblings)

Alright we’re going take these guys

down, down under.

WIPEOUT

I think I heard that before.

The Kick Boxing Kangaroos all leaped in the air and swings

their tails at 3 other Platypuser Soldiers hitting them in

the heads knocking them to the floor.

Platian creates a PINK PSYCHO BALL in her hands and throws

it right a Platypuser Soldier hitting him causing the pink

psycho ball to EXPLODE on impact.Platian also uses her

TELEKINESIS to push 5 Platypuser Soldiers back to the wall

and FIRES LIGHTNING BOLTS from her fingers right at the 5

soldiers hitting them causing them to be SHOCKED by the

lightning bolts.

PLATYPUSSER SOLDER

(begging)

Wait we’ll be good for you and free

the slaves.

PLATIAN

(mad)

Bad chance.

Platian uses her TELEKINESIS to push the Platypuser Soldiers

right through the wall causing them to BREAK through it.

Paul takes out his 3 section staff and TWIRLS it around,

Bruce takes out his kuwa and twirls it, Martin takes out his

tekko and press the buttons on them TRANSFORMING them into

Plasma Katars, Jake takes out his tonfa and activates the

(CONTINUED)
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laser blaster modes on them and Fluffy takes out her kamas

and pressed a button at the bottom of each one turning them

into Plasma scythes.

GENERAL KRIX

(to the Koalas)

How could 5 humanoid koalas can

defeat me.

PAUL

Come and find out.

General Krix FIRE his LASER VISION right at the Koalas,

Martin REFLECTS the laser blast with his plasma katars right

back at General Krix hitting him in the chest. Bruce uses

his kuwa to hit General Krix in the head and Bruce then does

RAPID KICKS at him. General Krix FIRES a GREEN BEAM from his

mouth right at Jake hitting him in the stomach causing him

to fall to the floor.

MARTIN

(shouts)

JAKEY.

Fluffy picks up Jake from the ground. Jake FIRES LASERS from

his tonfas right at General Krix hitting him in the

shoulders. Paul leaps in the air and swings his 3 section

staff at General Krix, but General Krix catch the other end

of the 3 section staff and throws a punch right at Paul

hitting him in the face. General Krix throws a kick at Paul

knocking him the the floor, but Paul leaps off of the floor

and throws a uppercut punch right at General Krix.

General Krix blocked the punch and kicks Paul to the ground

again. Fluffy and Jake leaps in the air and both throw RAPID

kicks right at General Krix kicking him everywhere around

his body. General Krix pushes Fluffy and Jake back from him,

Bruce leaps over Jake and throws a flying jump kick at

General Krix hitting him in the head. General Krix grabs

Bruce by the leg and SLAMS him to the ground. Martin FIRES

his LASERS from his glasses hitting General Krix, General

Krix FIRES his LASER VISION right at Martin and then tackles

Martin to the wall and throws a powerful kick at Martin

causing him to CRASH through the wall.

GENERAL KRIX

Give up Koalas, can’t you see it’s

hopeless.

PAUL

No it’s not hopeless, my siblings

and I am an oath , Koalas together

WE NEVER SURRENDER.

(CONTINUED)
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Paul, Jake and Fluffy all run right at General Krix. General

Krix throws a kick right at them, but they all duck the kick

and all throw counter kicks at General Krix hitting him,

Paul pulls out his teaser stick set it to maximum and SHOCKS

General Krix with it.

GENERAL KRIX

(being shocked)

AAHHHHHH!!!!!

Paul, Jake and Fluffy all does butterfly kicks at General

Krix kicking him across the factory. General Krix SKIDS to a

stop and pulls out his laser blaster and FIRES LASERS right

at them, but they all dodge the lasers and run right up to

General Krix and throw punches at him. General Krix FIRES

his GREEN BEAM right at them hitting them causing Paul, Jake

and Fluffy to be SKID across the factory.

PAUL’S P.O.V

Paul looks at his right arm seeing all of the fur on it is

all burnt off.

RETURN TO SCENE

GENERAL KRIX

Oh one fact if you get too close to

my green beam it burns off some of

your fur, if you get really close

you’ll die.

General Krix FIRES his grappling hook right at Paul causing

his grappling hook to be wrapped around Paul and General

Krix pulls him right towards him.

SUDDENLY Paul FLOATS in the air. General Krix see that

Platian is using her TELEKINESIS to make Paul float in the

air.

PLATIAN

(to General Krix)

You shall not hurt an ally from

another planet.

Platian then SHOOTS out LIGHTNING from her hands shooting

them right at General Krix hitting him in the chest.Paul

breaks free from the grappling hook and lands to the ground.

The other Koalas come right beside Paul.

BRUCE

And we made a promise to our

mother, we shall return home alive.
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FLUFFY

And that’s is what we’re going to

do.

General Krix FIRES GREEN ENERGY BEAMS out of his mouth at

the koalas. The koalas dodge the attack and then Paul throws

throwing stars at General Krix. General Krix catches the

throwing stars and CRUSHES them in his hands.

BRUCE

It’s my turn now!!!

Bruce lea[s through the air and throws a jump kick at

General Krix. General Krix gets hit by the kick and then

throws RAPID kicks at General Krix. General Krix gets hit by

the kicks and grabs Bruce and throws him to the ground.

The Kick Boxing Kangaroos leap through the air and throw

flying jump kicks at General Krix. General Krix blocks the

kicks and grab the kangaroos tails. General Krix swings the

kangaroos around in the air by the tails and throws the to

the ground.

PLATIAN

Are you alright?

KNOCKOUT

(in pain )

Let’s just say we got knocked out

by someone stronger then us.

PAUL

Well I think this guys should stick

to being a nicer person.

All of the Koala throw sticky bombs right at General Krix’s

legs causing him to stick to the floor. General Krix

struggles to get break free from the sticky slime. All of

the Koalas leap through the air throwing triple flying jump

kicks right at General Krix hitting him causing General Krix

to be flying right into a metal boiler CRASHING into it.

CAPTAIN STAR

(to General Krix)

Give up Krix.

COSMOCIA

All of your soldiers are defeated.

SHOOTING STAR

All of the slaves are free.

(CONTINUED)
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TRO

Tro Tro.

Suddenly the entire factory starts to SHAKE.

WIPEOUT

Apparently this isn’t over for all

of us just yet.

Then the entire roof of the factory BREAKS off reveling 7

Platypuser Spaceships are FLOATING above the factory.

GENERAL KRIX

It’s not over.

General Krix leap off from the metal boiler and landed to

the ground. Suddenly TRACTOR BEAMS comes down onto the

Koalas, the Kangaroos, Platian and the Galactic 4.

GENERAL KRIX

(to Platian)

And now deer sister it’s time to

see father.

The Koalas, the Kangaroos, Platian, and the Galactic 4 are

all being SUCKED up into a Platypuser Spaceship.

CUT TO

INT. PLASTONIA ROYAL CASTLE THRONE ROOM EVENING MOMENTS

LATER.

EVIL ROYAL CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. In the throne

room King Platymir Puse is waiting taping him finger on an

arm rest on his throne.

SUDDENLY the screen POP up in front of him.

GENERAL KRIX

(on the screen)

Father we have captured Platian and

her allies just like you asked.

KING PLATYMIR PUSE

(glad)

Excellent, now throw the allies in

the prison and Platian into the

royal dungeon and for their

spaceships of them find them and

have them crushed.
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GENERAL KRIX

(on the screen)

As you wish father.

The screen then DISAPPEARS. General Krix then stand up from

his and walked up to the window.

KING PLATYMIR PUSE

It’s almost time to reunite with

the Red Fist Ninjas of Earth, once

that is done no one shall stop the

Platypusers.

FADE TO BLACK


